The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of seat height, wheelchair mass and glove use on mobility performance among wheelchair basketball players and to investigate whether these effects differ between classification levels. Elite wheelchair basketball players with a low (n=11, class 1 or 1.5) or high (n=10, class 4 or 4.5) classification performed a standardized field-based wheelchair basketball mobility performance (WMP) test. Athletes performed the test six times in their own wheelchair, of which five times with different (wheelchair) configurations, with a higher or lower seat height, with additional distally or centrally located mass, and with use of gloves. The effects of these configurations on performance times on the WMP test and the interaction with classification were determined. Total performance time on the WMP test was significantly reduced when using a 7.5% lower seat height. Additional mass (7.5%) and glove use did not lead to changes in performance time. Effects were the same for the two classification levels. The methodology can be used in a wheelchair fitting process to search for the optimal individual seat height to enhance mobility performance. Out of all adjustments possible, this study focused on seat height, mass and grip only. Further research can focus on these adjustments to optimize mobility performance in wheelchair basketball.
7.1 Introduction
Wheelchair mobility performance, defined as the ability of a wheelchair athlete to perform athlete-wheelchair activities such as driving forward, driving backward or turning with a wheelchair (54), is an important performance aspect in wheelchair basketball. Overall (team) performance may be improved by focussing on mobility performance which is dependent on a combination of ergonomic factors associated with the athlete, the wheelchair and the interface between them (103). Athlete characteristics, such as physical capacity and muscle strength, can influence mobility performance as well as wheelchair settings such as wheelchair mass and camber. Furthermore, adjustments in the athlete-wheelchair interface, such as seat height and handrim grip, have been shown to have an effect on mobility performance (24,53). Insight in the relationship between mobility performance and the athlete, wheelchair and interface characteristics could help athletes, coaches and wheelchair technicians to improve the overall performance of the individual athlete and thus also the team performance.

Mobility performance can be influenced by changes in the wheelchair and interface configuration. Seat height can have an effect on mobility performance in wheelchair basketball through its influence on the stability of the wheelchair-athlete combination and the propulsion technique or efficiency (22,50,58,97). Most studies on the effects of seat height in wheelchair handling focused on physiological and mechanical responses in laboratory settings, and mainly in the context of daily life activities or sports such as wheelchair racing (53). The conclusions of these laboratory studies may, therefore, not be directly transferrable to wheelchair basketball. In wheelchair basketball, for instance, it is often desirable for centre players to sit as high as possible for optimal ball handling at the expense of stability. Whether seat height (when manipulated within reasonable and allowable ranges) actually has an effect on mobility performance in wheelchair basketball is therefore unknown, although a recent study indicated that seat height is a predictor of mobility performance (103).

The same is true for wheelchair mass, which has been studied and discussed before in relation to performance, but mainly in forward velocity conditions (19,24,73). In a study with able-bodied participants on a wheelchair treadmill, additional mass (5 and 10kg) did not result in a significant higher physical strain (24). Sagawa et al. (73) also found no effects of additional mass (5kg) on sprint performance, but a decrease in performance in the Stop-and-Go test for the able-bodies subgroup. However, Cowan, et al. (19) found that average self-selected velocity decreased when the mass of the wheelchair was increased with 9.05kg. The effect of wheelchair mass is ambiguous in the current literature and the effect on mobility performance in wheelchair basketball is also unknown.

In wheelchair racing and wheelchair rugby, it is common to use gloves to increase the friction between hand and rim. Gloves had a beneficial effect on wheelchair handling skills in rugby players and racers were able to achieve higher top end velocities by applying larger
peak forces on the handrim (49,56,69). Additional grip can, therefore, also be advantageous to mobility performance in wheelchair basketball.

Considering the limited transfer of knowledge from results of laboratory studies with able-bodied participants with respect to activities of daily life, the effects of seat height, wheelchair mass and glove use on mobility performance in wheelchair basketball might be studied using a recently developed standardized field-based test. The wheelchair mobility performance assessed using this test was considered to be representative for the mobility performance in wheelchair basketball matches (30).

In exploring the effect of different wheelchair and interface configurations on mobility performance, the classification of athletes in wheelchair basketball should be taken into account (53). Active trunk stability and rotation have been identified as central components determining performance (35) and are key factors in the current wheelchair basketball classification system (43). Due to less trunk function it is expected that low class players are not able to compensate for the larger distance between shoulder and handrim in the higher seat height position and, therefore, performed less. Furthermore, players with a low classification have less power output than players with a higher classification (99) and based on this relationship, it is expected that the extra mass condition should have more effect on the low classification group. Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine the potential effects of seat height, wheelchair mass and additional grip on wheelchair mobility performance while performing a standardized field-based wheelchair mobility performance test, and to determine whether these effects are different for wheelchair basketball athletes of either low or high classification.

7.2 Methods
7.2.1. Participants
Twenty-one elite wheelchair basketball players participated in this study with fourteen men and seven women. Eleven players had a classification of 1 or 1.5 (low classification group) and ten players had a classification of 4 or 4.5 (high classification group). For detailed information about the study population see Table 1. Participants gave written informed consent prior to participating. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands (2016-091R1).

Table 1. Player characteristics (n=21)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification group</th>
<th>Low (1-1.5) (n=11)</th>
<th>High (4-4.5) (n=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (y)</strong></td>
<td>30.1 (11.4)</td>
<td>34.6 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mass (athlete + wheelchair) (kg)</strong></td>
<td>84.1 (14.0)</td>
<td>82.1 (13.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience (y)</strong></td>
<td>9.0 (9.3)</td>
<td>8.0 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2.2. Procedure
Participants had to perform the Wheelchair Mobility Performance (WMP) test, which consists of
15 sport specific tasks and has been shown to be a valid and reliable test to assess mobility
performance capacity in wheelchair basketball (30). All 15 tasks were carried out in succession,
separated by standardised rest periods to avoid fatigue (see Appendix I). Participants were
familiar with the WMP test because of their participation in previous experiments.

The participants performed the WMP test six times in their own wheelchair of which five
times with different configurations. Tire pressure was standardized at seven bar. The first time
the WMP test was performed, no wheelchair configurations were changed (control condition).
After the first test, the wheelchair was changed to one of five conditions in a randomised order
to eliminate learning or fatigue effects. All adjustments were made by a highly-experienced
wheelchair technician. The five configurations were: 1) 7.5% lower seat height; 2) 7.5% higher
seat height; 3) 7.5% additional mass centrally placed at the wheel axis (mass central); 4) 7.5%
additional mass distributed evenly at 0.3m in front of and behind the wheel axis (mass distal); 5)
use of rubber coated gloves to increase grip on the handrim without changes to seat height or
mass. Although a percentage of the seat height was used for adjustment, the change was
measured with a reference point on the top of the participant’s head. When the wheelchair was
adjusted, all other wheelchair configurations were kept as in the original configuration.

Each WMP test took about 6.5 minutes and was followed by a rest period of 15-30
minutes to allow recovery and to make adjustments to the wheelchair before the next test. For
each participant, the WMP tests were performed on the same wooden indoor basketball court
on one day.

7.2.3. Data acquisition and analysis
All WMP tests were video recorded from the side of the field with two high-definition video
cameras (CASIO EX-FH100, 1280*720, 20-240mm) with a frame rate of 30Hz. The outcome of the
WMP test was total performance time (sec) and was manually determined from video analyses
using Kinovea (Kinovea 0.8.24, France). Next to total performance time, the performance times
on the 3-3-6m sprint (task 7) and the combination task (task 15) were analysed separately.
Previous research indicated that these performance time, as well as the total performance time
on the entire WMP test were found to be valid, reliable and sensitive to change.(29,30).

7.2.4. Statistical analysis
The assumption of normality was checked by visual inspection of the distribution of the data and
a Shapiro-Wilks test was performed of the data within the groups. Homogeneity of variance was
checked using Levene’s test. There were no violations of these assumptions. Descriptive statistics
for performance measurements were, therefore, presented as mean ± standard deviation.
Two-way mixed design analyses of variance were used for seat height (low-control-high), added mass (control-central-distal) and glove use (control-gloves) separately to determine whether these wheelchair and interface configuration have an effect on performance times of the 3-3-6m sprint (task 7), combination task (task 15) and the total WMP test time and to determine whether the effects of these adjustments were influenced by classification (interaction effect).

For the independent variable seat height and mass, Tukey post hoc tests were performed when their main effect was found to be significant. When a significant interaction was observed, t-tests with Bonferroni correction were used to examine the interaction effect. In addition, Cohen’s d effect sizes (ES) were calculated for the differences between pairs of conditions (Cohen, 1992). The (absolute) magnitude of the ES was classified as large (≥0.80), medium (0.50-0.79) small (0.20-0.49) or trivial (0-0.19) (14). All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS statistics version 22 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) and p-values below 0.05 were considered significant.

7.3 Results
All 21 athletes performed the control condition. One low class athlete didn’t perform the lower seat height position and glove use trials, and one high class athlete didn’t perform the WMP test with additional mass centrally placed. Due to differences in group size, the results of the control condition for the different configurations showed small differences as can be seen in Tables 2,3 and 4.

For the performance time on the 3-3-6m sprint (Table 2), no significant differences were found between the seat heights. On the combination task, performance times in the lower seat position ($M=14.60s$, $SD=1.40$) were 0.26s (ES=0.19) faster compared to the higher seat position ($M=14.86s$, $SD=1.32$). Furthermore, there was a significant main effect of seat height for the total performance time ($p=.002$) (Table 2/Figure 1). Post-hoc tests showed significant differences between the lower seat height condition and the control condition, and between the lower and higher seat height conditions. The performance with a lower seat condition resulted in a 1.69s faster performance than the control condition ($p=.014$) and a 1.75s faster performance than with a higher seat height ($p=.002$). However, the effect sizes were classified as trivial, i.e. ES=0.18 and ES=0.19 respectively. The difference in total performance time between the control conditions and the higher seat height conditions was not significant. Overall, there were no statistically significant interaction effects observed between the seat height conditions and classification (for 3-3-6m sprint, $p=.394$; for combination task, $p=.546$; for total WMP test, $p=.158$).

There were no significant main effects observed for wheelchair mass (Table 3). Furthermore, no significant interaction effects were found between classification and wheelchair mass (3-3-6m sprint, $p=.475$; Combination, $p=.415$; Total WMP test, $p=.215$).
The differences in performance times on the WMP test between the trials with and without the use of gloves were not found to be significant (Table 4). Moreover, there were no significant interaction effects between classification and glove use for all three outcome variables.

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of performance times (s) for the 3-3-6 m sprint, combination task and the total performance time on the wheelchair mobility performance test for the control condition (CC) and the manipulation conditions mass central (MC) and mass distal (MD). The table is complemented with the mean differences (s) between the manipulation conditions and control condition and Cohen’s $d$ effect sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Control Condition (CC)</th>
<th>Mass Central (MC)</th>
<th>Differences in time (s) between CC-MC</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Mass Distal (MD)</th>
<th>Differences in time (s) between CC-MD</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Differences in time (s) between MC-MD</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (s)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean (s)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Effect Size</td>
<td>Mean (s)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Effect Size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3-6m sprint</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (n=11)</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High (n=9)</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>15.66</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>15.63</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>15.85</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>14.15</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>13.94</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total WMP test</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90.52</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>89.37</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>90.21</td>
<td>9.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>96.73</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>94.71</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>96.40</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant difference (p<.05).

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of performance times (s) for the 3-3-6 m sprint, combination task and the total performance time on the wheelchair mobility performance (WMP) test for the control condition (CC) and the manipulation conditions seat height higher (SHH) and seat height lower (SHL). The table is complemented with the mean differences (s) between the manipulation conditions and control condition and Cohen’s $d$ effect sizes.

- Significant difference ($p < 0.05$).
Table 4. Mean (±SD) performance times (s) for the 3-3-6 m sprint, combination task and the total performance time on the wheelchair mobility performance test for the control condition (CC) and the manipulation condition Gloves. The table is complemented with the mean differences (s) between the manipulation condition and control condition and Cohen’s $d$ effect sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Control Condition (CC)</th>
<th>Gloves (G)</th>
<th>Differences in time (s) between CC-G</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (s)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean (s)</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3-6 m sprint</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (n=10)</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>7.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High (n=10)</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14.80</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>15.69</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>15.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>13.90</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>13.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total WMP test</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>89.65</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>88.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>96.83</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>96.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>82.47</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>81.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Performance times (s) of low and high class players on the Wheelchair Mobility Performance Test. *Significant difference ($p<0.05$) between lower seat height and control condition and between lower seat height and higher seat height position.
7.4 Discussion
In this study, we determined the effect of seat height, mass and glove use on mobility performance in a standardized field-based wheelchair basketball test in elite wheelchair basketball players and we determined whether these effects are different for players with a low or high classification. The key findings of this study are that (1) a 7.5% lower seat height resulted in a faster performance on the total wheelchair mobility performance (WMP) test and on the combination task, and (2) 7.5% extra mass or the use of gloves did not lead to a significant change in performance time. Furthermore, high and low classification players showed similar responses to the interventions.

Performance times on the combination task and on the total WMP test were significantly influenced by seat height. Moreover, as can be seen in Table 2, the differences in all performance outcomes between high and low seat height have a positive value. This means that athletes performed the three different test parts faster with a 7.5% lower seat height than that they were used to, compared to the condition in which they had to perform the test with a 7.5% higher seat height. Based on the results of this study, one can assume that lowering the seat height then they were used to has a positive effect on mobility performance time in wheelchair basketball. In practice, the range of possible seat heights may be larger than the tested ±7.5% range. The optimal individual seat height is dependent on the athlete and the requirements of the game. The association between seat height and performance is by definition not linear because there is a limit to the seat height at which the handrims can be used. A trend in seat height can be seen, but the optimal seat height cannot be determined based on the present data, as only three heights have been tested. Previous studies focused on the effect of seat height on physiological parameters, propulsion technique and mechanical efficiency in wheelchair propulsion, and their results are in line with the results of the present study. Van der Woude et al. (94) observed that raising the seat height above the standardized position resulted in a higher oxygen uptake and reduced mechanical efficiency, which underlines the results in this study where more complex wheelchair handling tasks were tested. Lower seat height positions have been associated with increases in handrim contact and push-time and a reduction in push frequency (58,75,97). The increased handrim contact time and longer push time could explain the increase in mobility performance in the present study because it allows a longer power transfer.

Extra mass (7.5%), distally or centrally attached to the wheelchair, did not significantly change the outcome variables and no interaction effect with classification was observed. Extra mass was expected to decrease mobility performance time, as it is assumed that extra mass would have a negative effect on forward acceleration and braking. However, no noteworthy differences between the conditions were observed in performance times, despite the relatively large extra mass of 5 to 9kg. This was somewhat surprising. Future research using accelerometer data can shed light on the actual differences in acceleration and braking between conditions.
during the different test parts. The results were quite similar to previous research with daily life focus, which found no effect of extra mass on wheeling velocity (24,73). However, when the sensitivity to change of the WMP test was studied, the performance times on the total WMP test decreased significantly 4.40s when 10 kg extra mass was attached to the wheelchair (29). In the present study the extra mass varied, but was in all cases less than 10kg, which could explain these differences. The outcomes measure time in the present study shows no significant difference.

We also evaluated the effect of distributed mass addition, which not only influenced linear acceleration and braking, but also rotational acceleration as it changes the system’s moment of inertia. For the combination task and overall performance, which contains rotations, again to our surprise, no differences were observed. Van der Slikke et al. (84) observed with inertial sensors during the WMP-test reduced maximal rotational speed and rotational acceleration when the extra mass was distributed. However, this was not determined for the separate tasks of the WMP-test. With the current knowledge and results of both studies, there is still no clear answer to what extent added mass influences mobility performance while no differences were observed in performance time despite the fact that there were differences in kinematic outcomes. Synchronization of both systems, to get an overview of time and kinematic outcomes for all separate tasks, is recommended. It appears that changes up to 7.5% extra mass, even when distally added, does not lead to large decreases in performance time.

In several wheelchair sports, such as wheelchair rugby and wheelchair racing, the use of gloves is common and the benefits on performance are scientifically proven (49,56,69). However, this study does not show a positive or a negative significant effect on mobility performance in wheelchair basketball. Moreover, no significant differences were observed in kinematic outcomes (84). The time to get used to the use of gloves was, however, very short and the reported experience of the athletes was very diverse, from very comfortable to very disadvantageous. Players indicated that ball handling was more difficult due to reduced ball feeling. As such, the test results indicated that the benefits of glove use are highly linked to both wheelchair and ball handling. It is an option to place the extra grip only on a specific part of the hand so ball feeling isn’t influenced. Further research with longer adaptation periods and other grip material and placing is therefore recommended.

No interaction effects of classification were observed in this study for the different wheelchair configurations. It was expected that classification could cause different performance effects as a result of changes in the seat height and the mass. Low-class players have less trunk function and in a higher seat height position it was expected that they would not be able to compensate for the larger shoulder-handrim distance. Furthermore, due to the relationship between power output and classification (99), it was expected that the extra mass condition would have a more substantial effect on the low classification group. However, athletes with a low classification did not respond differently, in terms of performance time needed, to a
wheelchair adjustment compared to athletes with a high classification. The results have to be interpreted with care, given the limited datasets (n=21). However, in practice, a dataset of eleven elite low-class players is in itself very exceptional.

7.4.1. Limitations and recommendations
This study examined the potential effects of ergonomic wheelchair settings in a standardized field-based test with experienced elite wheelchair basketball players of different classifications. The methodology used is in line with the recommendations of Mason et al. (53) to achieve the highest level of internal and external validity when studying the effect of wheelchair and athlete-wheelchair characteristics on mobility performance in wheelchair basketball. However, the choice for this method also imposes some limitations:

All experimental conditions were performed in a randomised order to eliminate learning or fatigue effects. The resting periods between the tests allowed full recovery of the players. However, the experimental setting was not optimal to acquire total adaptation to the new seat heights and the use of gloves. We do not expect that the short adaptation period has biased our conclusions. It is plausible that a longer adaptation period would have led to more obvious differences and it is recommended to use longer adaptation time in further research. In the current study, all tests took place at the same day, so the adaptation time was limited.

Another limitation (and strength) of this study is the choice to apply adjustments to the subjects’ own wheelchairs, assuming that their own wheelchair was optimally tuned. Based on this assumption, the wheelchair seat height was individually raised and lowered with 7.5% and the mass was increased with 7.5%. These percentages were chosen to simulate realistically possible seat heights and were experienced as very small by the players. With this approach the number of possibilities for wheelchair adjustments was however limited. A multi-adjustable wheelchair could be beneficial for research purposes. The multi-adjustable wheelchair must first be tuned to the settings of their own wheelchair, and from that point, manipulations should be made with the same methodology as used in this study.

Within the limitations, the results of this study can be used by athletes, coaches and wheelchair technicians to improve individual and team mobility performance. This study provides insight in the performance effects of key wheelchair configurations. The methodology can be used in a wheelchair fitting process to search for the optimal individual seat height to enhance mobility performance. The WMP test is easy to use and little material is required. This study focused only on seat height, mass and grip while several other adjustments can be made to the wheelchair, such as changes in camber and wheel size. Further research can focus on these adjustments to optimize mobility performance in wheelchair basketball.